
You can see more detailed information
on the following sites!

! Emergency Alert

Announcement from the Cabinet Secretariat　

The following alert has been issued:

Missile launched. Missile launched. 
A missile has been launched from XX.
Take shelter in a sturdy building or underground. 

To change settings or unsubscribe send a blank message to: 
touroku@osaka-bousai.net
A guidance message will be sent to you.   

https://www.osaka-bousai.net/

https://www.osaka-bousai.net/
PreventInfoMail.html

https://www.pref.osaka.lg.jp/
shobobosai/dandoumisairu/index.html

Shelter facilities
https://www.kokuminhogo.go.jp/
hinan/index.html

Cabinet Secretariat 
Civil Protection Portal Site
https://www.kokuminhogo.go.jp/

If you register your address on Osaka Disaster-prevention Net, 
Alerts like the following will be sent to you.

Osaka Prefecture

Preparing for a ballistic missile or 
other military attack

At that time!
Take action to save your life!

*This is a sample message. 

Disaster Control Division, Crisis Management Office,
Department of Policy and Planning,
Osaka Prefectural Government
2-Otemae, Chuo-ku, Osaka 540-8570 
Tel: 06-6941-0351 (main phone number)

Osaka Prefecture
Actions to take in the 
case of a ballistic missile 
threat to Japan

Osaka Disaster-prevention Net
Alert registration



Avoid any blast waves or debris

Avoid things that could break from 
blast waves like window glass, etc.

OSAKA

Ballistic Missiles, Airstrikes and other Military Attacks

Evacuation
guidance by
municipalities

Information is provided 
through TV and radio 
broadcasts or a municipality’s 
community wireless system. 
Evacuate following the 
instructions.  

［ ］

If a warning comes from
the J-ALERT system 

If there are evacuation
instructions

When
Outside

When
Inside

TAKE COVER GET DOWN
Take cover in a nearby 
building (a sturdy one 
if possible) or underground 

If there are no buildings
around, take cover behind 
something or lie flat on the 
ground, and protect your head 

STAY AWAY
Stay away from windows or 
move into a windowless room.

J-ALERT (A National Instant Warning System)
J-Alert is the early warning system designed to quickly alert the
public of emergency threats such as ballistic missiles, earthquakes, 
and tsunami from the national government. It sends alerts through 
mobile phones and each municipality’s community wireless system.

In situations such as a land invasion, where there is a 
relatively long period of time before the danger occurs, and a 
more widespread evacuation becomes necessary, follow the 
instructions of the authorities and evacuate accordingly. 

Instructions 
from the 
national 
government

Instructions
from the

Osaka Prefectural
Government

The national government issues alerts and gives 
evacuation information to prefectural governors 
to protect people’s lives and property from 
military attacks. 

In response to the national government’s 
instructions, Osaka Prefecture gives alerts and 
evacuation instructions. 
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